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Motivation
•Three-stage system (two 
active one passive) to achieve 
overall suppression of ~1013
•
 
Running pre-stabilization and 
arm-locking in series reduces 










lock point drifts with respect to 
arm-locking lock point.
Laser frequency noise is a major potential noise source for LISA
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Lock master laser to cavity, PLL 
slave with adjustable offset
–
 







Use EOM as frequency actuator
–
 
EOM already present for PDH
–
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Lock phase-modulation sidebands to cavity resonance and tune central 
frequency by adjusting modulation frequency. 
Normal Pound-Drever-Hall Lock Sideband Lock
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• Simplest to implement
•
 





• Restores PDH symmetry












Requires phase modulation 
capability on LO
Ω1Ω2
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Standard PDH and SSB 




Adding modulation tone 




Similar results with other 
sideband locking schemes 
(DSB & ESB)
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•Use DSB locking as a pre-
 




PLL gain required to 
achieve given noise floor 





range, bandwidth, and 
noise of sideband locking 
system as an actuator.
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PSL noise high above 




PLL noise floor beats 
arm-locking CBE, 
indicating actuator noise is 
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Summary
Current LISA Frequency Noise Plan requires frequency-tunable 
pre-stabilization system
Offset Sideband locking can provide frequency tuning with minimal 
modification to standard cavity-locking technique
Laboratory results demonstrate that sideband locking can meet the 
LISA pre-stabilization requirements
Initial demonstration of first two steps to LISA frequency noise
 suppression.
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Vibration Noise
Table Acceleration Noise 
Measured via Accelerometer
Frequency Noise measured 
via phasemeter
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Extension of PLL 
example utilizing Electronic 
Phase Delay (EPD) 







• ~1s round-trip delay
• Fixed Doppler shift 
•
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• ~40dB at 100mHz
